Festival of Learning Showcase

Facilitator(s): Dr Connie Price, Manager, Assessment; Ms Yvonne Button, Assessment Technologies Coordinator; Dr Jim Mullaney, Academic Engagement Developer; and Mr Hugh Soord, Learning Engagement Developer, Curtin Teaching and Learning

Strategic theme: Leading in innovative education

Subject Title: Electronic marking and providing feedback with GradeMark

Contact Details: Connie x2818 C.Price@curtin.edu.au

Brief Description:

Want to see how GradeMark can be used to mark and provided feedback to students on a variety of assignment types? This drop in session will give you a hands-on opportunity to explore the rubric and commenting features for quickly adding text comments to student work including assignments and presentations. See how you can re-use comments and even share them with other markers to improve feedback consistency while still having opportunities to personalise your feedback to students. GradeMark and Turnitin work together in the same tool to streamline your workflow but GradeMark can also be used for assessments not requiring text matching.

Benefits:

Mark faster and provide rich yet personal feedback to your students

Time/Day: Wednesday 18 March 2015; 12:00 – 2:00pm

Duration: Designed as a drop-in session so participants can stay as long as they wish. Consequently it would be useful if the ‘session’ was available for about 2 hrs.

No. of Sessions: One

Venue: Building 501:Rm 217/218

Special Requirements: Wifi access for 20-25 ipads